
1060
3-Stage

1060S
3-Stage

Recommended Minimum Chassis Specifications: All recommendations are minimums, heavier specifications may be
required depending on chassis and equipment.  A tandem chassis may be used but a tri-axle is recommended for rotator and heavy
fixed boom applications.  Maximum frame height for units equipped with a SDU-3 underlift is 42 inches.  Always consult your
local distributor or the factory for additional information.

The outside frame rails of chassis extending behind cab must be free of fuel tanks, air tanks, battery boxes, etc.

Front Axle Rear Axle After Frame from R.B.M.
MODEL (lbs.) (lbs.) Clear C.B. Center of Rear Axle (in./lbs.)

925 12,000 40,000 156" 40" 2.0

1040, 1040B 12,000 40,000 156" 40" 2.8

1040S 20,000 46,000 180" 40" 3.5

1060 20,000 46,000 156" 40" 3.5

1060S 20,000 46,000 180" 40" 3.5

1040 1040S

Century’s SDU-3 is available with the optional Low
Rider Stinger option which has a lift capacity of
18,000 lbs. at it’s fully extended reach of 156". The
fabricated low profile stinger design provides as much
as 30° increased clearance between the underlift and
towed vehicle, making it ideal for towing transit buses
or motor coaches with set back axles.

Century’s aluminum
body option is designed
to optimize space for
your lift forks and
popular towing
attachments.
Additionally, front
tunnel saddle boxes are
available in a variety of
sizes to meet your
specific equipment
storage needs. 

The SDU-3 provides 132" of reach with
a lift capacity of 17,000 lbs. extended,
and 55,000 lbs. retracted.

With 360° of continuous boom rotation and
travel locks located 180° apart, the boom on
the Century Rotator can be carried in a rear or
forward position when mounted on a chassis
with adequate clearance. With the boom in the
forward position, more weight can be
transferred to the front axle when towing a
heavy load. This also provides clearance over
the deck of the rotator when towing trucks or
fire engines with front overhang, such as
ladders, snorkles or buckets. 

The Century Rotators has the power 
to perform under difficult recovery
situations.
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